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Abstract. Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is important for organisations to achieve dynamic business process and build business agility.
One of the first step for service oriented applications implementation is to
properly identify a set of fine-grained services. A right service granularity is necessary to satisfy lower coupling and higher cohesion principles
for reusable software services. To meet this challenge, a lot of efforts
have been attached to support service identification. In this paper, by
considering the dependency combined with the idea of graph partition,
a service identification method is proposed from the business process’s
perspective. The illustration example has shown its promising and it is
expected that the proposed service identification method can offer researchers further insight into service granularity analysis.
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Introduction

In recent years, the evolving businesses environment has put unpredictable pressure than ever on the way the business is conducted. The success of a business
heavily relies on its ability of implementing dynamic business processes in terms
of the business model and operations to adjust the changing market, which is one
of the major options for effect creation. During the process of building business
agility, the concept of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) has been proposed
and widely lauded as an innovative business oriented solution [2].
The implementation of SOA based systems lines in the provision of a set
of loosely coupled services. A service can be generally considered as a piece of
applications that encapsulate and implement certain business logic for invocation
by internal or external partners through well defined interfaces. In reality it
is normally scalable in terms of its scope. It can be as simple as a single file
compression action or as complicated as a whole software package abstracted
for a specific business solution. Though its principle is primary and simple, its
analysis, design, realization and implementation are of much importance and
difficulty [2, 9]. To solve these problems, a preliminary challenge called service

identification must be solved and has attracted much attention from scholars in
this domain.
Service identification is an essential process for successful SOA based system
implementation since errors made during the procedure of identification will be
carried on in next procedures and leads to a chain reaction [8] and thereby influencing the effectiveness of the SOA architecture [3]. In fact, service identification
has impact on the goals like the composability of loosely-coupled services and
the reusability of individual services in different contexts [11].
The granularity in service identification process generally varies over time
and can be classified in term of data, functions, and business value [7]. One of
the widely used methods relies on business process decomposition by analysing
related tasks and activities [6]. Though process oriented service identification
has shown its potential, its potential has not been fully realized [4] and how
to analyse in-depth the business process and fulfil the requirements that they
represent is still difficult [1].
To deal with demands of examining and articulating possible services with
operations of service candidate, in this paper a semantic analysis method inspired by semiotics theory [13] has been proposed to clarifying the meaning and
dependency within a business process, thereby supporting the possible service
candidate selection.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
most related works in the domains of service identification. The proposed model
of the service identification will be elaborated in section 3. Section 4 will describe the details of proposed approach with an illustration example. Section 5
concludes the paper with some suggestions and recommendations for the future
work.
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Related Work

Since SOA is involved in the whole business process, different stakeholders will
probably have their own viewpoints on its scope and capacity from different
perspectives. As a result, the service identification methods are also diversified.
Some of them consider services from lower level implementation, such as data,
features and etc. [10], while others consider service granularity from higher level
like application domain and business process [12].
In the literature, most approaches of service identification are based on business process due to its intention to realize the reusability to create business value
[6]. Wang et al. investigated the service scope analysis by conducting review on
inter-/intra-enterprise business processes to identify the qualities which a good
service should have [15]. They consider a service as the composition of a set
of legacy software components with larger granularity. Based on this, they proposed a service normal form and a normalized method to solve the problem that
service are difficult to integrate closely with information systems.
Inaganti and Behara thoroughly studied the handshake between SOA and
business process management [8]. Their work conducts value-chain analysis by

in-depth analysing process coupled with use case study. Afterwards they identify
services with the combination of top-down and bottom-up approaches. Similarly
Dwivedi and Kulkarni also proposed a method for service identification by utilizing process map [4].
Another interesting work is the one by Kim et al., who tried to build a formal
approach with the right granularity from the business process model [11]. With
the concept of graph partitioning, they distinguish the distance of activities
within a role and those belong to different roles so that they can minimise the
network round-up costs incurred during the service execution.
Mani et al. proposed a novel method by focusing on the performance of users
on the interfaces and use the interface design as an input to identify service
[14]. They captured the appropriate references to data and process models, and
analysis the requirements from data displayed in the user interface, identify
business service requirements from the UI navigation flow and links between the
UI and the business process model.
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Methodology

In this research, the semantic analysis method proposed in organisational semiotics theory is employed [13] to get service candidates for an organization by
analysing the business process. The proposed methodology is organized into
four main phases: 1) map the process onto a semantic chart according to the
rules of constructing ontology chart, 2) calculate the similarity between every
two affordances in the ontology chart, 3) cluster the affordances based on their
similarities, 4) choose an appropriate criterion to partition the ontology chart
to cut the service into sub-services with right-granularities. Publishing the services with right-granularities can lower the cost and can be convenient for the
consumers.
3.1

Semantic Chart Annotation

The first step is to map the business process onto a semantic chart, which provides a graphic representation describing the ontological dependencies between
the concepts [13]. An semantic chart is comprised of a set of semantics units.
According to the ontological relationships, these units are set in the ontology
chart at different places. The ontology chart presents the essential elements and
the atomic-level functions during the business process, that is why a ontology
chart can explain the participants in a process and what they do exactly. Fig.
2 is an example of semantic chart which consists of agent, affordance, role and
determiner [13].
• Agent : an agent is represented by rounded rectangle in the ontology chart.
It means the the stakeholder(autonomous individuals) who is in charge of
some operations in a certain field, and it can be an a group, an organization,
an individual and etc.

• Affordance: an affordance is represented by rectangle in the chart. It describes action possibilities of which an actor is aware, and it can exhibit the
connections between entities and some behaviour patterns in a field. [5].
• Role: a role is represented by ellipse in the chart. While the agent describes
the class of individuals, the role defines the instance of an agent, and some of
the behaviours that an agent has, which means, the role allows explicate the
meaning of the concepts in the ontology by designating the agent to whom
this authority is released.
• Determiner : an determiner is prefixed with # in the chart. It is used to
describe the properties of semantic units. The determiners of each affordance
are very important in our approach of service identification.

3.2

Service Similarity Calculation

To calculate the similarity, two hypotheses are employed, i.e., h1 : the interaction
between two affordances provided by different places will cause a lot of longdistance communication cost. h2 : two affordances who have tighter ontological
dependency are more relative to each other, which means, the similarity between
them is higher. Based on these two hypotheses, it is then possible to empirically
define the similarity between affordance ai and aj as:
Si,j = w1 ∗ S 1 + w2 ∗ S 2
where S 1 and S 2 denote two indexes who measure the similarity associated to
the former two hypotheses and w1 and w2 refer to the weight assigned to each
similarity factor.
According to h1 , S 1 depends on whether these two affordances have the
same provided physical place. As presented before, the first determiner of every
affordance is noted as #p. As such in this paper it is determined that if two affordances have the same #p, their similarity is set to 1, otherwise their similarity
is 0, as shown below:
1

S =

(

1

if ai .#p = aj .#p

0

if ai .#p 6= aj .#p

According to h2 , the ontological dependencies in the ontology chart have
a very important influence. Accordingly the similarity S 2 is associated to hypothesis h2 . The ontological dependencies are denoted by lines in the ontology
chart. If two affordances are connected by one single line, they have a first-order
ontological dependency; if they are connected by two lines, they have a secondorder ontological dependency; and if they are connected by three or more than
three lines, they have a multi-order ontological dependency. It is obvious that
the smaller the order of ontological dependency is, the more similar the two

affordances are. Formally, the similarity S 2 is assigned as below:

S2 =











3.3

1
0.75

if ai and aj are the same
if ai and aj have a f irst − order ontological dependency

0.5

if ai and aj have a second − order ontological dependency

0

if ai and aj have a multi − order ontological dependency

Affordances Clustering and Service Refinement

A service is essentially a combination of affordances who satisfy some given
conditions, as shown below:
Service = {

X

af f ordance|constraints }

According to this definition, this service identification approach is substantially about how to determine the constraints who differentiate services. That is
why we choose to identify the service with the idea of cluster analysis.
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Case Study

In this research an illustration example is given in form of a basic library service
process, which is presented by flowcharts in the Fig. 1, where some basic library
functions are presented.
4.1

Semantic Chart Generation

With the business process chart, it is able to obtain the service semantic chart.
The mapping rules are listed below and part of the semantic chart of this process
is shown in Fig. 2.
1. The functions in the process chart are mapped as affordances.
2. The role (provider or consumer) relative to the function is placed in a certain
place in the semantic chart based on the link between them, and each role
must have an antecedent agent.
The determiners of affordances is listed in the table I and each of affordance
is numbered to simplify the expression in the rest of this paper. In the column
of ‘deternimers’ in this table, it is found that the first determiner is always the
physical place where the affordance is provided. In this library service process,
the physical places are online, book management department division, reading
room management division, card management division and logistics. The rest
determiners describe the dependencies among all these affordances.
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Fig. 1. The basic library process.
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Fig. 2. The library service ontology chart.
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Table 1. Determiners of all the affordances.
Number Affordance
1
Q&A
2
Retrieval
3
Appointment
4
Lend books
5
Reading room management
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

4.2

Determiners
#Online, #Division, #User
#Online, #user, #3, #4
#Online, #2, #4
#Book management division, #2, #5
#Reading room management division,
#4, #6
Reprography
#Reading room management division,
#5
Register
# Book management division, #Division,
#4, #8, #9, #10, #11
Overdue of books
#Card management division, #7, #9
Receive fines
#Card management division, #8
Return books
#Book management division, #7
Exceed maximum number of #Card management division, #7
borrow books
Buy new books
#Book management division, #Division,
#13
Feedback of recommendation #Online, #User, #12
Accept advices
#Logistics, #Division, #15
Check all the facilities
#Logistics, #14, #16, #17, #18
Repair broken books
#Logistics, #15
Repair desks, chairs and lamps #Logistics, #15
Provider hot water
#Logistics, #15

Similarity Calculation

In this case study, we use the similarity equation presented in previous section
to determine the similarity between each service candidate. To simplify the case
study, the two weights are set to 0.5 respectively. With these rules, it is able
to derive a eighteenth-order matrix where the element in i-th row and j-th
column Mi,j represents the similarity of ai and aj . Obviously, this matrix is a
symmetric matrix because Si,j = Sj,i . With the results of calculating similarities,
the affordance can be further clustered to identify possible services.
4.3

Cluster the Affordance

After constructing the ontology chart, affordance need to be clustered together
to generate proper service candidates and the clustering process contains 4 steps:
1) Consider the whole process as an one-to-one service, which means, every
affordance is treated as a single service, and calculate the distance between every
two services. The distance is inversely proportional to the similarity because the
closer two services are, the more similar they are, and the higher the similarity
is. As such the distance between two services can be defined as:
1
Di,j =
Si,j

There is problem that the distance between a service with itself is 1, which is
not correspond with the reality. In this paper we set the distance of this case to
0. Also, we admit that if Si,j = 0, Di,j is defined as 10 to allow the calculate.
2) Find out the closed two services, put these two services into one service.
In this way, the number of services is one less than before.
3) Re-calculate the similarities between the new services derived from step
2.
4) Repeat step 2 and step 3 until an all-to-one service is finally realized,
which means all the affordances are regarded as one single service.
These results can be presented in a tree in Fig. 3, with which it is able to
obtain the services with the right granularities.
4.4

Service Refinement

The graph of the tree which presents the results of clustering is shown in Fig.
3. In this figure, we can see clearly that this bottom-up approach transfer these
one-to-one services into a all-to-one service step by step. In this process, we can
choose some many-to-many results.
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Fig. 3. Results of clustering.

The three red lines gives three possible service recommendations. For example, the line 2 gives a result of five services. All the affordances connected by lines
below line 2 are placed together like {2, 3, 1, 13}, {5, 6}, {8, 11, 9}, etc. These
three kinds of results have their own advantages and disadvantages. The first
result is more flexible for consumers to use, while it needs more cost of library
to manage and maintain. The third result costs less, but it is less flexible and

it loses some reusability at the same time. With these provided results, people
should choose their preferable result according to their real needs.
As illustrated before, different disciplines will result in different service candidates generation. Here the second result as mentioned above is chosen to make
some further illustrations. According to the second result, this library process
service can be separated into five services which can be named as: Service1 : online service, Service2 : facility service, Service3 : library card service, Service4 :
library service, Service5 : logistics service. These five right-granularity services
can achieve the objective of high-cohesion and low coupling.

5

Conclusion

The concept of SOA has been debated in recent years, the service granularity is a
crucial issue in designing the SOA in order to satisfy low coupling, high cohesion
and low reuse cost principles. Although the coarse-grained services have their
own significance, its important to deal with other possible granularity levels.
In this paper, we have attempted to come up with a new service identification
approach which takes advantage of features of semantic analysis. This approach
takes the business process as handling object to construct an ontology chart and
partition the chart to get the identified services to reduce the coupling of remote
functions and to increase the local function cohesion. This proposed framework
is being instantiated in the library process to be evaluated but it still needs some
improvements. The application of this method challenges us to concentrate our
work on designing a special service identification tool, and to validate it in other
domains in the future.
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